22    THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
town's press: "The difference between good times and bad
times in the United States, so far as history indicates, is the
difference between an adequate protective tariff for the prod-
ucts of our farms and our factories and an inadequate tariff/*
When regression rather than improvement followed, Middle-
town's editor stuck doggedly to his line, ridiculing the "mis-
taken" view that "conditions in Europe have something to
do with America's coming out of the depression/*
Within the United States the twenties had seen a remark-
able increase in the number and influence of trade associa-
tions, by which rival producers pooled statistical informa-
tion, credit standards, cost formulae, and the like, and sought
to curb unfair marketing practices* To this extent they were
beneficent, and so impressed Hoover as secretary of commerce
and as president. But not infrequently they sought by their
definition of "fair" and "unfair*' price policies to achieve
price control while sailing to the leeward of the Sherman
antitrust act, and sometimes the effect was to eliminate the
small independent operator. Their growth was further in-
dulged by a series of Supreme Court decisions which an earlier
progressivism would have eyed with suspicion as entering
wedges for native cartels and capitalist syndicalism**
Although domestic cartels remained illegal under federal
law, in the international sphere certain American concerns
benefiting by the concentration of economic power—Du
Pont, United States Steel, General Electric, Westinghouse,
Bendix Aviation, Diamond Match, Anaconda Copper,
Standard Oil of New Jersey—entered into agreements in the
twenties and the thirties with foreign producers often to re-
strict production in order to raise prices and increase profits,
and still more commonly to divide world markets and ex-
change patents. In hampering free enterprise cartels tended to
constrict the flow of supplies, retard foreign and domestic
* For example, the cracking patents pool in the oil industry (282 U. S., 163,
1931) and the organization of a joint sales agency among major producers
in the Appalachian Coals case (288 U. S., 344, 1933).

